
OCEAN BEACH: SURVEY FOR SNOWY PLOVERS page____of____     

DATE  (mo/da/yr) ___________   DAY OF WEEK________OBSERVER(S)                                                 PHONE_____________                 

 TIME: __________TO____________  

WIND:Average_____(mph)   Max______(mph)        TEMP________(F)     rH_________(rel. humidity)     CLOUDCOVER____/8   

OTHER WEATHER NOTES (visibility, precip., changes): __________________________________ 

TIDE:   (circle)  HI-SLACK   FALL   LO-SLACK   RISE HT AT START:___________________________                 

 
SNOWY PLOVER GROUPS ON THE GROUND: 

TIME SECTOR SNPL # ACT ZN NOTES (microhabitat, substrate relief, color bands—keep tally of 
number of plovers you were able to check for bands) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

ACTivity=NOT FEEDING OR FEEDING 

ZN=zone: 1=BELOW CHTL, 2=IN CHTL, 3=BETWEEN CHTL AND OHTL, 4=IN OHTL, 
 5=ABOVE OHTL    (CHTL=CURRENT HIGH TIDE LINE, OHTL=OLD HIGH TIDE LINE) 

NOTES:  CODES FOR MICROHABITAT DESCRIPTION: SUBSTRATE CHARACTERISTICS: sand=S, coarse sand, 
shell, pebble, rock=R, seaweed or kelp=K, washed up debris or trash from beach visitors= T, vegetation or sand at the base of 
vegetation=V, carcasses=C (specify) // SUBSTRATE RELIEF: smooth to gently undulating =E, with human/dog foot prints=P, 
with horse prints=H, with vehicle  tracks=A  

CODES FOR BAND COLORS: Aqua (light blue), Blue (royal blue), Green, blacK, Lime (celery color), Orange, Pink, Red, Silver, Violet, White, 
Yellow, Dark (color undistinguishable) 

 FLYING SNOWY PLOVER GROUPS: 

TIME SECTOR SNPL # DIR NOTES (indicate if included above) 

     

     

     

     

(FLIGHT) DIRection: north=N, south=S 
 
TOTAL SNOWY PLOVERS FOR THIS HALF OF BEACH:        (OR CHECK HERE IF NONE SEEN     ) 

□   CHECK BOX IF THIS WAS AN INCOMPLETE SURVEY



OCEAN BEACH: SURVEY FOR PEOPLE AND DOGS page____of____     

DATE  ____  ____  ____         OBSERVER(S) ______________________________ 

               mo     da      yr 

NORTH  OR  SOUTH   HALF OF BEACH  (circle one) 

 HUMANS AND DOGS ON OCEAN BEACH: 

TIME SCT NOP L U R C P NO HR VH OTHER NOTES 

 
 

           

 
 

           

 
 

           

 
 

           

 
 

           

 
 

           

 
 

           

 
 

           

 
 

           

SCT=sector  
NOP=number of people (no surfers); circle total in each sector 
NUMBER OF DOGS: L=leashed, U=unleashed, staying within 10 feet of owner, R=roaming, C=chasing birds other than SnPls, 
P=chasing SnPls  
NO=number of SnPls disturbed (if this is filled in, use single line to indicate agent of deliberate or inadvertant disturbance) 
HR=number of horses   VH=number of vehicles 
NOTES: including owners reaction to chasing dogs (e.g. unaware, indifferent, encouraging), types of vehicles (including rangers, 
heavy equipment) 
  
RECORD HERE AIRCRAFT, HELICOPTERS, OR KITEFLYING WITHIN 1000 FEET OF BEACH: 
(what, how many, where): 
              

              

              

              

             



OCEAN BEACH: SURVEY FOR RAVENS                                        page____of____     

AND SHOREBIRDS  

DATE  (mo/da/yr) ___________   DAY OF WEEK________OBSERVER(S) _____________________PHONE_____________                 

NORTH / SOUTH HALF OF BEACH (circle one)    DAY: _________________________  TIME: __________TO____________  

 

                                                            RAVEN AND SHOREBIRD COUNTS 

TIME SECTOR CORA WILL SAND MAGO HEER WEGU RBGU OTHER (Note 
species and number) 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 
COLOR-BANDED SNOWY PLOVERS: 

TOTAL # SNOWY 
PLOVERS 

TOTAL # SNOWY PLOVERS 
CHECKED FOR BANDS 

NUMBER OF BANDED 
PLOVERS 

NOTES 

    

 
SNOWY PLOVER BAND COMBINATIONS 

TIME SECTOR COLOR BANDS LEFT LEG COLOR BANDS RIGHT LEG NOTES 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     



  

 
Instructions for Filling Out the Ocean Beach 
Survey Forms for Snowy Plovers, People, 
Dogs, Aircraft, and Raptors  

The Forms and Tables 
There are four different data tables on this two-page form that must be filled out for each survey.  Fill out the top of 
each page and enter data into each of the four tables, which record: 
• Observations of Snowy Plover groups on the ground 
• Observations of flying Snowy Plover groups 
• Observations of humans, dogs, horses, and vehicles  
• Observations of avian predators  
(Additional lines at the bottom of human/dog/raptor page for aircraft flying over beach.) 

Filling Out The Top Of The Form: 
• Be sure to always fill in the DATE, OBSERVER(S) name(s), PHONE (number of the observer that should be 

called in case there are questions), HALF OF THE BEACH covered (circle one), TIMES (beginning and 
ending), TIDE INFORMATION, WIND, CLOUD COVER, and other weather notes. 

• Fill in "page ___  of ___ "  so we know that all the data are present. 
• Record WIND on the following beaufort scale, code with negative sign if coming off the land (out of the 

east). 
• Use wind meter (Wind Wizard) if available and record by Beaufort scale: 

Beaufort Scale    MPH Description   

   0 <1 CALM: smoke rises vertically; leaves do not stir  

   1 1-3 LIGHT AIR: smoke drifts; wind vanes do not respond  

   2 4-6 LIGHT BREEZE: wind is felt on face; leaves   rustle;light flags not 
extended; wind vanes respond 

   3 7-10 GENTLE BREEZE: light flags extended; leaves in constant motion 

   4 11-16 MODERATE BREEZE: most flags extend fully; small branches move; dust 
and   loose paper may be raised 

   5 17-21 FRESH BREEZE: small trees in leaf sway; tops of tall trees in noticeable 
motion 

   6 22-27 STRONG BREEZE:  large branches in motion; whistling heard in wires 

   7 28-33 MODERATE GALE: whole trees in motion; inconvenience felt when 
walking against wind 

   8 34-40 GALE; twigs broken off trees; generally impeded progress on foot; field 
work probably not possible in these winds 

• Other weather notes should include exceptionally cold or hot ambient temperature, low dense fog that moves in 
during survey, precipitation, and any other weather condition which might limit visibility or affect plover 
behavior. 



  

Filling In The Survey Tables: 
Beach sectors (SEC) are numbered 1 through 14. Surveys of the north half 
of the beach go from sector 7 at Noriega Street to sector 1 near the Cliff 
House  (1.8 ± miles).  Surveys of the south half go from sector 8 at Noriega 
Street to sector 14 at the Bank Swallow colony (1.9 ± miles).  A map of the 
beach is provided.  Sectors 13-14 are often impassable at high tide or when 
the beach is narrow during the winter. 

Counts of Snowy Plovers on the ground 
Use at least one line for each sector of beach and record the time (under TIME) you begin the sector.  Under 
SNPL# record each distinct group on a separate line.  For example, if in a single sector you see feeding plovers 
below the current high tide line and sitting plovers both in the current high tide line and between the current and old 
high tide line, you will require three lines to record the data for that sector.  Record "0" if you see no plovers.  The 
time you finish the last beach sector will be recorded on the top of the form under "TIME ___TO___". 

At the bottom of the page, total the number of plovers you counted (do not count flying birds that have 
otherwise been counted) or check if you did not encounter any plovers. This ensures that you check to make 
sure that your data makes sense before you hand it in.  It also provides a double check for the person doing data 
entry, and indicates when a lack of data is not a mistake. 

If the beach becomes impassable or if the survey is aborted for any other reason, note the time and location and 
write the reason in the notes column. 

Codes for ACTivity, ZONE, and flight DIRection are given under the tables on the survey form.  If you see another 
activity, write a description of the activity in NOTES. 

Color Bands 

Although you should not spend undo time or risk disturbing roosting plovers to deliberately read color bands, you 
should record the color combinations of any bands you do see in the course of a survey.  Under NOTES, report any 
band combinations that you see.  Potential colors include red, dark (royal) blue, light blue, bright green, light pale 
green, yellow, white, orange, pink, purple, and (rarely) black.  Bands are read as the bird's left leg followed by the 
bird's right leg, top colors before bottom colors.  Separate the colors on the left and right leg with a colon.  Two or 
three colors on a single band are separated by slashes.  For example, a bird that has single bands on each leg, yellow 
on the left leg band with a thin red strip around the center of the band and white on the right leg band, would be 
Y/R/Y:W.  A bird with two bands on each leg, a white band over a green band on the left and a yellow band over a 
red band on the right, would be WG:YR.  A bird that has single bands on each leg, yellow on the left leg band and 
pink over blue on a single band on the right leg, would be Y:P/B. 

Microhabitat 

You should indicate characteristics of the microhabitat being used by the plovers under NOTES; microhabitat codes 
are given under the table.  Microhabitat description should include substrate characteristics (sand=S; coarse sand, 
shell, pebble, rock=R; seaweed or kelp=K, washed up debris or trash from beach visitors= T; vegetation or sand at 
the base of vegetation=V; carcasses=C (specify)) and substrate relief (smooth to gently undulating=E; with 
human/dog footprints=P; with horse prints=H; with vehicle prints=A). 

Counts of flying Snowy Plover groups 
Note all flying plovers except those that fly from behind you, where you have already counted them, to in front of 
you where they are still visible.  If plovers fly from behind you to ahead of you, note them here so you will 
remember not to count them again if they land ahead and you encounter them again.  

Plovers flying in the direction observers are walking will be subtracted from, while those flying in the opposite 
direction will be added to the total for the entire beach.  If you record a group of birds flying first one direction and 
then the same number flying the opposite direction, you can line out your first entry and enter the time of the 
opposite flight to the left of the line. 

TIME is the time you first observe the group of flying plovers. 



  

Observation of humans, dogs, horses, and 
vehicles 
Give the time that you begin each sector.  On the last line of your form, write the 
time you finish your last sector.  These times should correspond to those on the 
accompanying plover survey.  Use a hand-held tally to count people, especially 
on weekends.  Don’t forget to zero the counter at the start of each sector. 

Codes 
NOP = number of people.  Do not include surfers in your count of people unless they are walking on the beach (they 
sometimes leave their dogs on the beach while they are in the water).  Do not count any group of people or dogs or 
any horses or vehicles more than once.  Record their beach sector only the first time they are encountered. 
Codes for dog counts: DL (leashed dog), DU (unleashed dog staying within 10 feet of owner), DR (dog roaming), 
DC (dog chasing birds), DP (dogs chasing plovers) are given under the tables.  NO=number of plovers disturbed 
by people or dogs (see next point for entering cases in which NO>0.  HR=number of horses.  VH=number of 
vehicles. 
Provide human and dog totals for each beach sector.  Enter on separate line any cases in which there is any entry 
under DC or DP or if humans or non-chasing dogs disturb plovers, and indicate the number of plovers disturbed 
under NO (so we can tell what it was that disturbed each group of plovers).  Otherwise, NOP, DL, DU, DR, DC, 
DP, HR, and VH may be combined for each sector.  Also, if people are particularly numerous, use more than one 
line for each beach sector.  Counters may use tick marks or other means to tally individuals, but write in and circle 
the grand total for each sector.  If no people are observed in a sector, write 0 (zero) under NOP.  Blanks under the 
dog categories are taken to mean zero. 
What to include under NOTES: 
• details about any plover disturbances you observe 
• horses (elevation on beach) 
• vehicles (type, number, elevation on beach) 
• notable activities of people (for example, throwing stones at birds, kite flying) 
• type (plane, helicopter or other, specified), altitude, direction, and time of aircraft  
• traffic over beach 

Observations of raptors (avian predators) 
Possible raptors on Ocean Beach include Peregrine Falcon (species code PEFA), Merlin (MERL), American Kestrel 
(AMKE), Cooper's Hawk (COHA), Sharp-shinned Hawk (SSHA), Red-tailed Hawk (RTHA), Red-shouldered 
Hawk (RSHA), Northern Harrier (NOHA).  You should also record observations of  any other species of hawk, 
falcon, or owl.  In addition, record sightings of  Common Ravens (CORA) which plovers might perceive as threats. 
ACTivities are shown below table. Raptor activities include perched=P; perched and appears to be hunting=H; 
flying north, not actively hunting=N; flying south, not actively hunting=S, stooping on or otherwise attacking 
birds=B; stooping on or otherwise attacking Snowy Plovers=A.  If you observe another activity, write a description 
of the activity in NOTES. 

Observations of aircraft, helicopters, and kites 
Record only those aircraft within 1000 feet of the beach and kites flying over the beach.  Record the type, the 
number observed, and location on the line provided at the bottom of the form. 

Other notes 
Avoid crowding the front of the forms with additional information as it complicates data entry.  If you want to make 
other field notes, such as narrative descriptions, categories of human activity (which would be useful; e.g. fishing, 
walking, surfing, etc.), numbers of other species of birds, etc., use the blank back of the form or a separate sheet of 
paper.   



  

 

Important Reminders About Ocean 
Beach Snowy Plover Censuses 
 
 

1. The absence of plovers, dogs, or people when you are conducting a survey is also data.  Record data for each 
sector, whether or not you find plovers, dogs, or people.  Be sure to record the time that you begin each sector.  If 
you do not cover a sector due to weather or extreme erosion that has removed the sand from the beach, clearly state 
that for the sector so that we can differentiate absence of plovers from from your inability to complete sectors. 

2. Someone will be transcribing your field notes into computer data files.  So..... 
• Please write legibly in dark ink. 
• Keep the front of your form neat.  If you make an observation that does not fit onto the form, write it out on the 

back of the data sheet or attach an additional sheet of paper.  Please mention your addition in the notes column 
of the data form. 

• Clearly indicate the total number of plovers (or dogs or people) for each sector by neatly circling the total.  
This is particularly important if you tally your results in the field as you go.  This will help the data-entry person 
differentiate between, for example, 2 tic marks that total 2 and the number 11. 

3. Do not record the same individuals (plovers, people, or dogs) more than once.  So, for example, if people are 
moving ahead of you while you survey, record them only in the first sector in which you see them. 

4. Record Snowy Plover band combinations carefully.  Read the field instructions on band reading and recording 
color combinations.  All bands should be on the lower leg segment in Snowy Plovers.  Record the bird's left leg 
color first, right leg color second.  Record top colors before bottom colors.  If there is more than one color on the 
band, separate colors with a slash (/). 
For example:  You are face to face with a color banded Snowy Plover, so you read the right color (the bird's left leg) 
first, then the left color (on the bird's right leg).  On the birds left leg, there is a light blue band over a dark blue 
band.  On bird's right leg is a red band over a light blue band.  Checking the color band reminder sheet to obtain the 
codes for the different colors, you will record this birds bands as:    AB:RA 
Another example:  You are looking at the back of a bird that has one band on each leg.  Therefore, the left color 
(true green) is the color on the bird's left leg.  The band on the right leg is a light (celery-colored/lime) green on the 
top and bottom , with a thin strip of red around the center.  You will record this as:   G:L/R/L 

5. Remember that the way plover and dog activities are recorded is different.  For plovers record the behavior in 
which you first observe plovers engaged.  For example, if you first see them roosting but as you pass them they 
stand up and start feeding, they should be recorded as roosting.  For dogs, we are documenting the extent to which 
they affect Snowy Plovers.  Therefore, you record the most extreme behavior observed.  If you first observe a 
dog walking along side its owner, but later it breaks into a run to chase birds, you should record the dogs as chasing.  
Remember that a dog may not be near any birds while it is under observation and so even the most persistent bird-
chaser may not be recorded as such by us.  Feel free to add notes (if extensive, they should go on the back of the 
page) if you observe more detailed behavior on dogs or people.  (For example, you may record a dog as roaming but 
add in the notes that it passed a flock of feeding birds without chasing. If an owner calls back a chasing dog or 
encourages a dog to chase birds, that should also be noted.) 

6. The best data will be obtained if the plover censuser and the human/dog censuser work as a team.  The person that 
records humans and dogs will usually be more busy writing than the person that is recording plovers.  It is easy to 
miss disturbance events or interactions between humans or dogs and plovers.  Therefore, it is helpful if the plover 
censusers alerts the human/dog censusers when they see a disturbance or interaction. 

7. Be sure that the survey coordinator checks your data sheet with you before you leave for the day.  Please return 
any borrowed equipment at the end of each survey. 
 


